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Traditionally, much of the focus of school mathematics has been on teaching
algorithms for arithmetic calculation. However, mental computation and estimation are
just as important for everyday life as well as to enhance the learning of mathematics. In
everyday life it is very common that an approximate answer to an arithmetic problem is
needed, rather than an exact one. This is especially so if the answer can be found
quickly, without resorting to tools such as pencil and paper or a calculator or the shop’s
cash register. When an exact answer is required, it is often obtained by using a
calculator or cash register, and students should be taught the importance of mentally
estimating answers as a check for reasonableness of these answers. In addition,
research over the last several decades has shown that students who are encouraged
to use efficient mental computation strategies develop deeper understanding of number
relationships. It is important, then, that children learn to apply efficient mental
computation and estimation strategies.
The term estimation is used here to refer to mental estimation of the result of a
calculation, rather than the equally important ability to estimate measured quantities,
such as length or volume.
Facts about mental computation



Many people work out strategies for mental computation from their good
understanding of place value, their number sense and their understanding of
the meaning of the arithmetic operation and its properties. Many children can
compute mentally before they learn the relevant formal written algorithms at
school.



People good at mental computation use a wide variety of methods, for
example, making use of the distributive law, factors, halving and doubling.



The methods used for mental computation are often quite different from the
paper-and-pencil algorithms taught at school. Hope and Sherrill (1987) found
that efficient strategies used by expert mental calculators
o

generally eliminate the need for ’carrying’,

o

often proceed in a left-to-right manner

o

often progressively incorporate interim calculations into a single result
For example to calculate 9× 742, they may start with the hundreds “9
times 700 is 6300”, incorporate interim calculations progressively by
adding “9 forties” to get 6660 and then adding “9 twos”, to get 6678. This
eliminated the need for ‘carrying’ within the multiplication



Amongst students who were accurate with mental computation Heirdsfield
and Cooper (2004) found that some students were able to choose from a
variety of strategies based on their number sense, whereas others tended to
use mental images of paper-and-pencil algorithms. Whilst the algorithmic
approach to mental computation may serve some students well with simple
calculations, this approach does not allow them to move on to more complex
mental computation (see for example, Callingham, 2005).



In general, less competent students use less efficient strategies (such as
counting on by ones rather than by tens) and they use them for longer.
Focussed teaching is needed to help them move on.



People good at mental computation select strategies which do not make high
demands on short-term memory. This is why short term memory capacity
does not correlate highly with proficiency in mental computation (see Hope &
Sherrill, 1987).



A good knowledge of number facts is essential for efficient mental
computation as this reduces the demands on short-term memory. Hope and
Sherrill (1987) found that the expert mental calculators had near perfect
recall of basic multiplication facts, and could also recall larger numerical
equivalents such as 132 ,152 , 252



Teaching rules such as “add a zero to multiply by ten” without understanding
is dangerous because they are misused by all but the best students.



Some mental strategies are cognitively easier than others to understand and
to create. For example, breaking one number into constituent parts as in
decomposition subtraction is cognitively easier than changing two numbers to
an equivalent calculation. (This is one reason why the principles behind
decomposition subtraction are easier to understand than the principles
behind equal additions subtraction).

Characteristics of mental methods



Mental methods are often varied to take advantage of known properties of
the actual numbers in the problem. For example, mental methods use facts
such as 8 is close to 10, 25 is one quarter of 100 or 6 and 4 add to 10.
Favourite number combinations are often used as a basis of computation.



Many mental methods follow unconventional patterns like subtracting or
multiplying from left to right so that the big quantities are dealt with first (e.g.
hundreds before ones). This is advantageous when an estimate, rather than
a precise answer, is enough. In real life, estimation is as important a skill as
exact calculation. It is a skill essential to complement calculator use.



It is common in mental computation to modify the question and then
compensate later (e.g. by rounding, doubling, halving, etc).



Mental methods are often based on using round numbers (e.g. 600, 1400,
30). In contrast, some formal written algorithms are hard to carry out with
round numbers (think about 1000 – 657 done by a formal subtraction
algorithm). Children make many mistakes dealing with zero in formal written
algorithms.



Mental computation is often step-by-step, rather than dealing with all the
relationships in the problem simultaneously.



Mental computation sometimes uses a ‘primitive’ version of an operation. For
example, addition may be done by counting on, multiplication may be done
by repeated addition, e.g. 3 × 150 is 150 + 150 + 150 = 300 + 150 = 450.



For many people, the types of numbers that can be dealt with by mental
computation are limited. For example, many people can calculate with 1/2 but
not with other fractions.

Teaching mental computation – general principles
The excellent resources by Alistair McIntosh (2005) and McIntosh, de Nardi and Swan
(1994) provide advice, as well as games and activities:



Teach mental computation, don’t just test it. Emphasise how answers are
obtained: don’t put all the emphasis just on speed or the correct answers.
Tests of mental arithmetic that emphasise speed alone tend to increase
mathematics anxiety.



Teachers should learn about the strategies that children use and learn how to
describe mental strategies to children.



In the middle grades, offer 10-15 minute sessions a few times a week,
involving class sharing, instruction and practice with well chosen games and
activities that build fluency.



Class discussion is important for sharing mental methods among students.
Even the weaker students have interesting methods.



Some strategies can be taught through class discussion, explanation and
practice. Be wary of including rules to learn by rote (e.g. adding zeros) since
they are almost invariably misused by all but the most competent.



Value creativity, exploration, efficiency and inventiveness.



Encourage mental methods before, as well as after, written computation.

Heirdsfield, Cooper and Irons (1999) summarise the key features of a good program for
teaching mental computation as:
 variety
 individuality
 emphasis on number sense
 building understanding of place value and other arithmetic principles.
Sowder (1990, p.19) asserts that “mental computation should not be delayed until after
formal written algorithms have been mastered. In fact delaying it until that time
encourages students to mentally use the algorithms meant only for pencil-and-paper
calculations.”
Many examples of mental methods that students commonly use, and can learn to use,
are given by Stacey, Varughese and Marston (2003). For subtraction, this resource
explains five general methods and gives small movies of students’ talking through what
they are doing. The images below show part of the students’ working, when they are
using complementary addition, subtraction in stages, rounding, equal additions
principle, and the renaming principle, all of which are explained in the resource.

Mental computation and written algorithms
Many children will be able to do mental computations before you teach them written
computation. In a classroom emphasising appropriate number activities, children will
invent and refine their own methods of calculation. We should be cautious of the fact
that teaching of algorithms may result in children giving up their own numerical thinking
and becoming dependent on others. Kamii and Dominick (1997) note that “when we try
to teach children to make relationships between numbers (logico-mathematical
knowledge) by teaching them algorithms (social-conventional knowledge), we redirect
their attention from trying to make sense of numbers to remembering procedures” (p.
59).
Teaching written algorithms needs to support children to develop their understanding of
number relationships. Gravemeijer (2003) is critical of teaching algorithms “in readymade form” that students do not understand, advocating instead “instructional
sequences in which the students act like mathematicians of the past and reinvent
procedures and algorithms” (p. 121) as a means of promoting growth in mathematical
understanding.
Kamii reports on the good results of classroom experiments where children invent their
own methods of arithmetic, and also gives many examples of the classroom activities
they used. The overarching principle is to have children construct their understanding
of mathematics themselves, rather than internalise what others present to them (see
for example, Kamii, 2000; Kamii & Dominick, 1997).
Some researchers even argue that students should not be taught algorithms, but
should invent their own methods instead. Of course, this would need to be carefully
managed by teachers, so that students do not practise wrong methods or inadequate
methods that only work in special cases. This argument against teaching algorithms
has been put most strongly by Constance Kamii (see for example, Kamii & Dominick,
1997). Squarely in the mainstream, however, is the substantial body of thought,
developed over many years, that schools should put most emphasis on having
students use mental calculation and estimation for easy to moderate calculations and
teach sensible and careful calculator use for harder calculations. See, for example,
Shuard (1991).
Mental estimation and calculator use
Students should be taught to first estimate an answer to a problem before using their
calculator then to check their procedure if there is a large discrepancy. Sowder (1990)
asserts that an understanding of numbers is “fundamental to expert calculator use” and
that “an increased emphasis on mental computation of whole numbers will do much to
develop the number sense needed to understand arithmetic, to estimate, to deal with
technology” (p. 20). Levin (1981) also stresses the importance of developing students’
estimation strategies to verify the reasonableness of calculator-generated answers.
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